EASTER

Find the words in the grid. When you are done, the unused letters in the grid will spell out a hidden message. Pick them out from left to right, top line to bottom line. Words can go horizontally, vertically and diagonally in all eight directions.

ESAINSPIRATIONS
TPERISGGESEMEANE
TRTGOSPELOBACE
SIBASHETYMBOUNV
LNGNIREHTAGMOOI
HGTBFHHOPPEIRET
ETMNONAENWNGASLS
AEIHENNMIIDINEE
WLAALLNCLDRIFYF
ECLTLAEEAPRCZV
KACSNLRVTZEBNZQ
TRCKHPKKNFUTGK
VIAXZTCLIFWNQWR
HMTXEFRFRZWNKPP
TRADITIONALLYZCY
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Acclaim
Arise
Basket
Bonnet
Bunny
Devoted
Ecumenical

Eggs
Faith
Festive
Finery
Gathering
Gospel
Ham

Hats
Inspiration
Lent
Miracle
Religion
Spring
Traditional
EASTER
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